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Gen Surg AM Bowel Prep Clinic (JE)
Medications
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	erythromycin 500 mg oral tablet
		See Instructions, Take 2 TAB BY MOUTH at 1pm, 2pm, and 10pm the day before surgery., # 6 TAB, 0 Refill(s), Hard Stop
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	neomycin 500 mg oral tablet
		See Instructions, Take 2 tab at 1,2, and 10 pm., # 6 TAB, 0 Refill(s), Hard Stop
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	metroNIDAZOLE 500 mg oral tablet
		See Instructions, Take 1 tab at 8pm, 9pm and 12 am, # 3 TAB, 0 Refill(s)
			Comment: adm w/ food/snack or milk unless otherwise prescribed
Patient Care
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	Patient Instructions
		Clear liquids only
		NPO after midnight
		Drink Golytely until gone between 6pm and 11pm
		Surgical prep; scrub skin w/ hibiclens abdomen, pre-op
		Stop herbals, vitamins, stool bulking agents and iron supplements
		Shower w/ hibiclens from neck down before bedtime
		Shower w/ hibiclens from neck down again before coming to hospital
Charges/Supplies
Est. Pt Visit
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	99211 EVM - OP visit estab patient, minimal care < 10 min
		T;N
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	99212 EVM - OP visit estab patient, straightforward 10-19 min
		T;N
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	99213 EVM - OP visit estab patient, low level 20-29 min.
		T;N
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	99214 EVM - OP visit estab patient, moderate 30-39 min..
		T;N
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	99215 EVM - OP visit estab patient, high level 40-54 min
		T;N
New Pt Visit
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	zz99201 EVM-New Pt Visit Problem focused 10m
		T;N
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	99202 EVM - OP visit new patient, straightforward 15-29 min
		T;N
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	99203 EVM - OP visit new patient, low level 30-44 min
		T;N
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	99204 EVM - OP visit new patient, moderate level 45-59 min
		T;N
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	99205 EVM - OP visit new patient, high level 60-74 min
		T;N

*Report Legend:
DEF - This order sentence is the default for the selected order
GOAL - This component is a goal
IND - This component is an indicator
INT - This component is an intervention
IVS - This component is an IV Set
NOTE - This component is a note
Rx - This component is a prescription
SUB - This component is a sub phase

